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NEW QUESTION: 1
When using the command line to upgrade the MDU, you need to
upload the new version of the package file to the MDU.
What are the main transmission methods for uploading package
files?
A. wftp
B. tftp
C. Xmodem
D. ftp
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a database availability group (DAG). The DAG is
configured as shown in the following table.
You need to prevent a split-brain condition if a restore
operation of the DAG occurs.

What should you do?
A. Deploy an alternate witness server to each site.
B. Modify the Datacenter Activation Coordination (DAC) mode.
C. Deploy another Mailbox server to Site2.
D. Set the quorum model of the cluster to Node and Disk
Majority.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Datacenter Activation Coordination (DAC) mode is a property
setting for a database availability group (DAG). DAC mode is
disabled by default and should be enabled for all DAGs with two
or more members that use continuous replication.
If a catastrophic failure occurs that affects the DAG (for
example, a complete failure of one of the datacenters), DAC
mode is used to control the startup database mount behavior of
a DAG. When DAC mode isn't enabled and a failure occurs that
affects multiple servers in the DAG, and then when a majority
of the DAG members are restored after the failure, the DAG will
restart and attempt to mount databases. In a multi-datacenter
configuration, this behavior could cause split brain syndrome,
a condition that occurs when all networks fail, and DAG members
can't receive heartbeat signals from each other. Split brain
syndrome can also occur when network connectivity is severed
between datacenters. Split brain syndrome is prevented by
always requiring a majority of the DAG members (and in the case
of DAGs with an even number of members, the DAG's witness
server) to be available and interacting for the DAG to be
operational. When a majority of the members are communicating,
the DAG is said to have quorum.
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NEW QUESTION: 4
Which four statements are true about the Oracle Applications
Manner (OAM) Setup global links? (Choose (four.)
A. TheConcurrent Requests link enables setting up of
alertforlong running requests or pendingrequests.
B. The KnowledgeBase link defines the credentials for accessing
Oracle MetaLink.
C. The Concurrent Requests link helps enable and set up the
frequency and thresholds of metriccollections for the
Dashboard.
D. The BusinessFlows link enables updation of seeded or custom
business flows.
E. The Knowledge baselink enables retrieval
ofdocumentsfromOracle MetaLink.
F. The Dashboard Setup link enables alerts for the status of
services.
Answer: A,D,E,F
Explanation:
A:The Dashboard Setup page displays a summary of data
collection for metrics and services. For each metric, you can
see whether collection is enabled and whether you have alerting
enabled for the metric. If alerting is enabled, you see the
condition which must be met for an alert to be raised. To
update the setup for the data collection, use the Dashboard
Setup Wizard.
B: The Knowledge Base provides a catalog of useful documents
relevant to managing your
system.
C: Business Flows Setup: Enable or disable monitoring of
business flows.
Click the Metrics Refresh link to schedule requests for the
OAM: KBF Metrics Rollup Program to
update the setup status of your business flows
E: From the Concurrent Requests page you can enable alerting
for concurrent requests that have
been running or pending for a long time. You can specify the
thresholds for which request must
reach before alerts are raised.
Specifically, you can enable the system to do the following:
*Raise a general alert for any long-running requests, for any
concurrent program.
*Raise an alert for a long-running request for a specific
program. Specify the concurrent
program(s) you want to monitor.
*Raise a general alert for any long-pending requests, for any
concurrent program.

*Raise an alert for a long-pending request for a specific
program. Specify the concurrent
program(s) you want to monitor.
Reference: Oracle E-Business Suite System Administrator's Guide
- Configuration:
Introduction to Oracle Applications Manager
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